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CHAPTER I 
l N'rHODUC 'l'I ON 
The role . of the medical social worker in a ho-Spital set:-
ting is continually increasing im its importance. . The 
hospital s ocial worker is most useful onL t h e medical; team 
and can be o f great service to- that team. and also to_ the pa-
tient in the ev;aluation of social and environmental factors, . 
since the main fbcus of the team. is in the treatment of the. 
total indi v;idual in all areas of need. . In wiew of this, 
there must_ D_e a close work ing relati onship with other mem-
b.ers o f the t .eam towar d the goa-l of r ehabilitation of the. 
patient, e.on sider.ing. the total human being, his physical_, 
emotional, s ocial,,, and enwironmental needs. 
Iv!ed:i cal, . nursing ,, and social evaluation of the 
actual needs of the patients, as compared with his 
f amily situation and · the community resour.ees avail-
a b le, will be the jpint basis f or consideration of 
discharge plans. 
l 
Th e hospi tal setting sets forth challenge s for the so-
c;ial worker not found i n any, of the other settings where 
case_work is practiced. First of all, medical social work 
is practiced in a multi-di scip lined setting where services 
are geared i n recognition of the authority of the phy sician 
with his rol e as leader of the medical team. The r e f erral 
process is also somewhat unique in that in most instances the 
1 . . Caroline H . . Ellege, The Rehabilitation of the Patient,, 
p ~ . 83 
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need is not recognized by the patient b~t by the physician 
and/or other members of the medical team who are concerned 
with medical treatment and refer the problem to Social Ser-
wice.~ The medical social worker has the responsibility with-
in the hospital setting of interpreting her function before 
casework service can be offer~d and utilized by the patient. 
Her responsibility involves offering service even when this 
has not been requested of her by t he · patient. The patient 
often has to be helped to. accept treatment and hospi taliz:.a-
tion and to understand how the social worker can help him 
in medical treatment. The medical social worker helps the 
doctor (who takes the responsibility for the patient's phy-
sical well being), the nurse, other members of the medical 
team, and ersons in other disciplines in the recognition 
and appreciation of social imp1ications inherent in illness. 
In her continual contact with illness of the hospitalized 
patien t, she must act as liaison between the hospital and 
the community. Program. planning and policy making within the 
hospital administration are also important in her role as a 
medical social worker. When total rehabilitation of the pa-
tient is the goal of medical treatment, the medical social 
worker can offer constructive help in the area of his social 
and emotional a d justment. . In order to ;)e of service to the 
patient a nd the other members of the medic_al team, the so-
c_ial worke r must have specific knovlledge of medical, psy-
2 
chosomatic, and psychiatric concepts in addition to her 
skills in generic casework. 
Of significance in· evaluating the function of the socia l 
worker in a medical setting is the recognition that must be_ 
g iven to the time element often inherent in the handling of 
social problems associated with illness and hospitalization. 
In most instances, there is no follow up by the medical so-
cial woricer after discharge which necess.i tates referral to 
an outside agency for any continued casework service still. 
required oy the patient . 
The chronically ill patient hospitalized in a general 
hospital designated for the treatment of the acutely ill 
presents many diffi cult problems f or the hospital person-
nel. Facilities f or the care of the chronically ill are 
limited and s parse. Hospital beds must be kept for the 
acutely ill patient in the general hospital where this ca-
tegory is dealt with . People, in general, due to our great 
strides in scientific medical . research, now hav.e a much 
longer li f e span, and illnesses and diseases once consi-
dered incurable and untreatable c.an now be treated with the 
resulting increase in longevity . . Prolonged hospitalization 
is required f or many of the chronically ill who have been 
le f t with residual disabilities and who are no longer con -
sidered aeutely ill. Such substitutes f or medically nee_ded 
hospitali zation unab le to be continued in a general hosp i -
-=-----== -= 
tal are existing state institutions (overcrowded and under-
staffed) offering custodial care and the so called conva-
lescent homes for those who can afford this expensive service. 
There are not enough commQ~ity resources for the chronically 
ill. The medical social worker is called upon by the phy -
sician to facilitate the medical treatment through the ap-
plication of her knowledge and skills of casework in helping 
plan for the discharge of these patients. 
Disc.ouragement, fear of recurrence, defeat of 
plans and hopes for the future, economiQ insecurity, . 
lowering of standards, exhaustion of savings, mount-
ing debts, the recognition of the ever diminishing 
hope for the future are frequent concomitants of 
prolonged illness. 
2 
A e reat number of our chronically ill are without families 
who are a ble to care for them in their own homes and others 
have no families or homes to go to upon discharge. The 
economic status of our patients brings many rea l problems 
for those engaged in trying to help the chronically ill in 
c.a_mmuni ty placement . Chronic illness is not exclusive to 
any one group in the ) 0 1Julat ion an i wust be handled with 
the best interests of the patient at heart. 
PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
The function of t he medi cal social workor i n the dis -
2. f-i ina Fields, ~ Patie11t s are Peo :-; le, p . 42 
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charge planning of the chronically ill patient is b.ecoming 
more and more important due to the longevity crea.ted by our 
modern, scientific, , medical research . The purpose of this 
dissertation is to review all social service records of the 
forty-four patients having been hospitalized for three 
months or more during 1952-53 at the Veterans Administration. 
Hospital, Providence, Rhode Island with a chronic illness. 
All chronic illnesses excluding diabetes, c..ancer, tuberc.u-
losis, and neurops yc hiatric di~orders have been studied in 
an at t empt to show the skills, t e chniques , . and the contri-
butions made by the me dical social worker in facilitating 
discharge planning . . These diagnoses have been omitted in 
view of the fact that a separate thesis could be written on 
each. Diagnoses of chronic illness included by the writer 
in her review are cardiac conditions, cerebral illness, 
multiple sclerosis, arteriosclerosis, arthritis, and resi-
dual hemiplegia and aphasia. 
The writer of this research project hopes to answer the . 
following Questions: \vhat is the medical social worker's 
c"ontribution in the discharge planning of the chronically 
ill patient ~ What s kills and techniq~e s does the medical 
social worker use to implement discharge planning? What 
types of resources a r e used in discharge planning with the 
ch ronically ill patient ? \<vbat is t he role of the medical 
social worker in the t eam approach to the care of the chro-
5· 
nically ill. patient ? How do the referrals for discharge 
planning originate ? 
The writer feels that the study under consideration in 
this thesis project will be valuable in helping t he Social 
Service Staff evaluate the servi~es given to chronically ill 
patients and perhaps help in improving already existing ser-
v-ices. 
SOURCES OF DATA 
The writer reviewed all admissions to the Veterans Ad -
ministration Hospital, Providence, Rhode Island since the 
Social Service Department was established in Nov.ember of 
1949 and selected patients with an admission diagnosis of 
an illness with chronic implications who were hospitalized 
for a period of three months or more. After this process 
was comple t ed, the cases were arranged according to the year 
of hospitalization and 1952-53 were selected since the 
writer fel t that these years offered the best examples for 
the purposes of this study. Withln these two years , there 
was a better selection in terms of diagnosis. 
A schedule was formulated and completed on each case to 
obtain from the social service records and medical charts 
studi ed t he factual data the writer felt was nec_essary in 
the writing of this research project. Section I of the 
6 
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schedule was used on all cases studied and Section II, in 
addition to the first section, was use~ in review of the 
sacial service records for the detailed case studies attempt-
ing to bring out the s kills and techniques of the worker and 
e.xemplifying the different types of discharge planning .. 
In addition to the case materi a l obtained from. the so-
_cial service records and medical 'charts in the hospital, 
Veterans Administration Technical Bulletins,,. other Veterans 
Administration publications on chronic care, . rehabilitation, 
and casework techniques were used to increase the writer's 
understanding of Veterans Administration philosophy and po-
licies. 
LII• ITA.TIONS OJ? 'l'HE STUDY 
Follow-up contacts with the patients studied would be 
desirable to verify any conclusions or to make an: appraisal 
of the discharge plans made for these patients under study . 
This type of information was impossible to. obtain in view of 
the different_ types of discharge plans made and the many 
letters and visits which would be required. The medical 
social worker performs her duties withi n the hospital it-
self and additional staff members would be required to ren-
der this t ype of service . 
.Although the writer has posed general questions to be 
7 
answered. i n t his research project, the data reviewed ·.v a s 
obtained f r om a specifi c hospital and about . a special ki n d 
of patient ( the male veteran) with one exception. 'rhe 
exception vlas a marr ied , f emale patient veteran. 
IvlETHOD O.F' PROCEDURE 
Chapter I I describes the setting from which informati on 
was o btained for this project, giving a history; of the 
Social Service Department and its. function in the Veterans 
Administration Hospital in Providen ce, Rho de Isla nd. 
The a ctual cases studied are presented in Chapters III 
and I V. Chapter III deals with fa ctual data on t he forty -
four cases reviewed bringing out such information as age, 
marital status, status of t he case, reasons f or referral, 
sourc.es of referral, diagnosis, previous hospitalization, 
employability, . time ·of referral in relation to admission 
and discharge, and service connection in relation to the 
discharge plan made. A presentation of seven. summarized 
cases and the writer's interpretation of the material_ ob-
tained fro m both sections of the schedule is dealt with in 
Ch-apter IV. These case s were chosen to show the worker's 
role in consideration of .the different types of discharge 
planning . Chapter V contains a summarization of the con-
c~usions reached through this research project. 
8 
CHAPTER II 
THE SETTING 
Veteran- Administration Ho s pita l s have b een establ 1shed 
. to s erv·ice patient veterans of all wars in·_ which the United 
S ta. te s pa.rti eipa ted, , including the Spanish Ameri c.an War, . 
World War I, _ World War II, and the Korean Conflict. The 
United States Veterans Bureau , Bureau of Pensions, and the 
Na. tional Home for Disabled V:olunt.eer Soldiers, all. federal 
agencies serving the veteran, merged' on July 21, . 1930 form-
'ing what is now called the Veterans Administration. An Ad-
minis.trat:or of Veterans Af.fairs is selected by the Presi-
aent of the United States for the carry,ing out of laws 
passed by Congress to aid veterans in their life situation. 
The veteran•pa.tient's disability or illness may be either 
service connected or non-service connected providing he was 
honorably discharged from the armed forces o.f the United 
States to meet the eligibility requirements for hospital-
ization. Patients having service connected disabilities 
and illn-ess.es are given priority over non-service connecte.d _ 
patients who are granted admission accDrding to their fi-
nanc-ial ability to pay for similar services and treatment 
elsewhere. The veteran with a non-service connected con~ 
dition is not eligible for out-patient care through the 
Veterans Administration, but must obtain this type of care 
9 
from . the existing public~ and private agen-cies in~ the com-
munity. ~ 
The Veterans Admin~stration- Hospital in: Providence is 
a 393 bed general hospital,, having admi tt.ed its first pa-
tient on: June 6 ,.: 19.49 · - The hospital was established for 
the care and treatment . of the. acutely ill patient exc.ept 
f .or a limited number of tuberculosis patients who would be 
cDnsidered chronically ill. There are four divisions of 
service within ·. the hospital; medical, surgical, neuro.ps;);-
cr:hiatric, . and physical medicine and rehabilitation .. Within 
the Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Service are phy-
sical, corrective, and occupational therapy clinics. Other 
departments concerned with the total treatment of the ve-
teran patient are Nursing, Social Service, and Diateti~. 
Also important in the hospital set up are the Special Ser-
wices Department and the Vocational Co.unseling Unit. 
Classified within- the Special Services Department are re-
ligious, library, and recreational facilities. Still other 
services av:ailable to the veteran patient are Dental Clinic, 
Laboratory Service, Radiolog~cal Service, and Pharmacy Ser-
v:ice. Each . service and departm.ent in~ the hospital is super-
vised by a chief of that particular unit who is, ih turn, 
responsible to the Chief of Professional Services who is 
d-irectly responsible to the Manager . . Application for ad-
mission is made to the medical unit of the Prov·idence Re-
10 
gional Office where examining physicians determine the 
need for hospitalization. Emergency cases, referred by a 
priv:ate do.ctor, are admitted directly by the admitting 
physician or Offlicer of the Day. 
The Social Service Department was established in Novem-
ber of 1949 with a Chief of Social Service. This depart-
ment now consists of a Chief M$dical Social Worker, two .. 
qualified medical social workers, a psychiatric worker, two 
student workers, and one secretary-receptionist . .. Each full 
time worker is in charge of one particular group of services 
and takes all of the referrals in his unit. All hospital 
employees must meet Civil Service specifications. Every 
patient i n the hospital may take advantage of the services 
rendered by the Social Service Department. Referrals may 
originate through the physician, nursing service, techni-
cians, , therapists, outside agencies, relativas, members of 
the hospital administration, interested outsiders in the 
community, or they may c.ome directly from the patient {self-
referral). 
While she accepts referrals for her assistance 
from many sources within the medical agency and the 
cnmmunity, the social worker confers directly with 
the physician in making any plans with or on behalf 
of the patient which are related to his physical 
c.ondi tion. 
l 
L. . Caroline H •. Elledge, Tae Rehabilitation of the _ 
Pati ept., . p. 4· 
~1 
All patients os 1talized for a period of more than ninety 
d· s are reviewed by to odical or psychi · tric soc i al work-
er \il t!1 the doctor to determine t e need for social stud · or 
evalu t ion . 
rhe ...t " os0 of social service is to ena le the 
veteran o cope \"li t l1 those factors and into - ela-
tions i ps w' ich are d.estr ..tc ti ve and devel o t _ose 
w icL1 1Yill ;Je constr t1cti ve in :1is e ffor t to i'ecover 
from illness, lesse n ho.ndl c· p , adjust to remainin(";: 
disability and re- establis 1 himself . 
2 
The to .... Jl mrlt ap roach , ·\·T re '· ho :1 sic ian :i.s t h one 
n a.uthori y , is tJ.sed in t he trea t ent of the a.tient, and 
social service .: ' lSt operate \vithin this rel ationship, in 
helpin~. the po. lent wi t h ersonal an social robl ems 
brought out dllring his period of ospitalization . In ad-
dit ' on to \'lorkin directly with Lhe .atient, :i. t is often 
necessary to call on family and friendo iliich may Je done 
onl.J \'lith ,ho ,pa lent's permission. .Social f3orvice may 
elp t e hysi cian and other e bero of the medical team 
in f~rnlshin . social history often i nportant in diagnosis 
a.nd treatment of the total individual . 
. 
At the present time Socia l Service extends ro tine cov-
era o to all diabetic patients involvinl the met· od of so -
cial st~dy, wi t . in he team wo rk a preach, in an atte. pt 
to pro oto a better ~dorstandint of the i ipl i cations of 
t e illness to bo · -h .... he patient and his f a. · ily and to i n-
2 . Veterans &.inistration Technical · ullotin 10- t - 190 , 
August, 1949 
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sure follow up c.are. 'rhe same type of service is gi v.en 
routinely to all tub.erc:ular pa t.ients in addition to recog-
nition of the important publi~health aspects and of the 
extensive hospitalization usually raquired by this chronic. 
illness. As far as possible, routine social study is car-
ried out on the Neuro:psy_crhia tric Service and al.so with can-
cer patient s. 
Staff' mee.tings are held in So.cial. Service on a weekly 
hasis. Any administrazive detail pertinent to social work 
function in the medical setting is discussed and the remain-
d.er of the meeting is devoted to a discussion of a.asework 
metho.ds and techniques. . So:.c:io.-dramas hav.e been . used by the 
group as a method.· illustrating the points under consideration. 
An important program in the hospital setting for the 
patient is that for the diabetic, where weekly ~~asses and 
clinics are held, and attended by nurses, patients, and the 
social worker. o:n the Neuropsychiatric Servic.e, one group 
therapy session a week is held by the psychologist and one 
by a phsychiatrist for the patients. Psychiatric conferences 
with consultant psychiatr ists are conducted in cooperation 
with the medical team, the psychiatrists, the nurses, the 
psychologist, the pa t ients, and the social service staff, for 
further personnel d'evelopment in · the understanding of human 
behavior. On Tuber.culosis Service, two meetings weekly are 
conducted by the involved medica l personnel, . one_ being pri-
13 
marily, geared to the treatment aspect of the physician 
where consultants are called- upon, and the other utilizing 
the team approach in recognition of the patient as a total 
human, being, considering his physical, · emotional~, .. social, 
and environmental need-s. The latter type of meeting is 
attended by the doctor, the nurse, the social worker, attend-
ants, . physia.al and occupational therapists, and a rehabili-
tation crounselor, those persons working directly with the 
patient. . Rehabilitation . Boards are c:ondUctec1. by the Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation·: Service on . which the social wor-
ker acts in · relation' to other m.embers of the medical team in 
formulating the best possible plans (medically and socially) 
for the patient while hospi taliz·ed and later with regard to 
his role in the community. Surgical rounds were initiated 
through the ef.forts of. Social Service on January 1, 1954, 
c.onsidering the team approach as used by the surgeons,nurses, 
and social workers . . These are held- once a week in an, effort 
to provide the most complete service possible for the indi-
vidual in rec.ogni tion of his total needs. . So.o.ial Service has 
also brought the services of an·. employment counselor from the 
Uepartment of Emplo¥ment Security once a week to the hospital-
iz.ed patient in attempting to help him move from . the d.epen--
d.ent atmosphere of the hospital setting to a more independent 
status after discharge in view of his real physical limit-
ations. 
lA 
The utili~tionof the teamwork approach in total medi-
aal care is gaining more and more ac~eptance in the hospital 
setting,_ and the function of Social Service 1·s recognized 
within·. this framework. The socdal worker, having a close 
working relationship with other members of the team, helps 
the patient towards the goal of rehabilitation in recognition 
of his physical, , emotional, social, and environmental neads. 
Leas than a hal£ c~ntury ago the new profession 
of medi cal social serv!ce, responding to the call of 
social (including e.conomic and environmental ) need., 
which· was too. often expressed in terms of unfulfilled 
medical need, pushed an entering wedge into the hos-
pital . . Since then the door has been widened in some 
instances to the point where the soc-ial (embracing 
prevent ive ) aspects of illness are now considered in 
ollr best hospitals to be of equal importance with 
their curative aspects •. As the years passed, modern 
medical social service became a highly specialized 
discipline. It is no exaggeration to refer to this 
acti v;.i t y nowadays as the conscience of the hospital . . 
3 . . E •. M. Bluestone, "Social Medicine Arriv.es in the 
Ho.spital, . "Modern Hospital, 75: 2, August, r 1950. 
3 
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CHAPTER III 
STATISTICAL DATA 
FACE SHEET INFORMATION 
The statistical data collected and presented in this 
·chapter were gathered from , the social service records and 
the medical charts, to · which the medical social worker has 
ac .. c-ess. in preparation for initial and continuing contacts 
with the hospitalized veteran. There were forty-six patients 
in all, but due to the fact that two cases had no social 
service recording, the statistlcal case study includes only 
forty-four cases. . In a few instances where patients had been . 
transferred to other Veterans Admini ·stration facilities, and 
records were being used for administrative purposes, , the medi-
oal charts were not available to the writer. All patients 
had been.:.hospitaliz.ed .fo.r a period of three months or more •. 
TABLE I . 
Ages of: Patients Studied·' 
Years 
20-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
71-80 
Total 
. ~Jti.mb.e r . 
3 
7 
2: 
14 
16 
2 
~·--
16 
- - -
- -
Thirty:. of the patien-ts studied, or 68~.2 per c:ent, were 
between: the ages of fifty-one and seventy. Lt is interest-
ing to note the small number of patients with chronic illness 
between: forty-one and fifty, and the marked increase there-
after unti l age seventy, but the writer feels that this 
should not be considered as significant evidence in view of 
the total number of patients studied. 
Of the forty-four patients studied fortY;-three were of 
the male sex and one was of the female sex. Therefore no 
justifiable c:onc-lusions may be drawn-- concerning the female 
vete.ran· patient with chronic illness. 
TABLE II 
Marital Status of Patients Studied 
Status 
Married 
Single 
Wid'owed' 
Dlw.rced 
Separated 
To. tal .. 
N.iJ.mb.e r -
25 
10 
2 
3 
4. 
44' 
Im r .eviewing the marital status of those patients under 
eonsideration here, it was found that by far the greatest 
number are in th~- married category, twenty-fiv.e or 56.8 per 
cent. . Of' those who were not married at the time of admission , _ 
. 
the group who were single showed the next highest pro.por-
tion ' " ten· or 22. :7 per cent. The combined total of those 
listed as single, widowed~ divorced, and separated was leBs-
than those listed as being married. Marital status will be 
related to discharge planning in a later sec.tion-. of this 
chapter. 
TABLE III 
Wars 
War 
Spands~ American: Was 
World War I 
World War II 
Korean Conflict 
Total 
Number -
a_ 
29 
11 
2 
44 
It can. be seen in Table III that the maj_ori ty of the 
patients ilL this study,, . twenty-nine or 65 •. 9 per cent were 
in~. ser.vice during World \tlar I. It has b.een·. a<Dted that the 
two. persons who participated in the Spanish American War 
c.ame within the seventy-one to eighty year group, , and that 
the two participating in the Korean Conflict were two of 
the three listed in the twenty to . thirty year age group, and 
that the twenty-nine ac:ti v:e in·; World War I fall into the 
fifty-one to seventy, years of age category which only in• 
eludes one additional fifty-seven year old male veteran who 
served during the Second World War. The majp~ity of patients 
18 
served im:World- War I and were between the ages of fifty-
one and se.v.enty, at the time of admission to the hospital. 
TABLE IV 
Months of Service of Patients Studied 
Months 
1-6 
7-12 
13-18 
19-24' 
25--30 
31-36 
37-42 
43-48' 
49 and over 
Total 
Niunber 
12 
5 
10 
7 
2 
1 
2 
1 
4 
~ 
The greatest number~ · of patients, twelve or 27.3 per c.ent 
serveQin the armed forces under seven months. The majority 
a.f the patients, thirty-four in number or 77.3 per cent, 
were in the service under twenty-five months •. It has been. 
noted from . this research that there were only thre·a .- veterans.: 
who made the service their career. Two of the three. veter-
ana mentioned" in the above were in the regular Navy, one 
serving for ten years and the other serving for t~enty-three 
years. The third veteran served for seven years in the Army. 
All three were in the service during World War I. 
Thirty-four or 77.3 per cent served in the Army:., eight 
are veterans of the Navy, one is a veteran of the Coast Guard, . 
and one is a veteran of the Marine Corps. 
TABLE V 
Oc,cupations of Patients Studied 
O.c.:cupa tiorr 
Professional 
Skilled 
Unskilled 
Student 
Armed Forces 
Ifausewife 
Unemployed 
To:tal 
Numb.er 
2 
19 
18 
2 
l 
l 
l 
44 
The classificatiom of occupations listed above was decid·ecr 
upomby the writer through her own knowledge of types of em~ 
ployment and are not based on any standard classification. The 
majpri ty of the patients were c.lassified as skilled and un-
skilled workers. Examples of skilled workers were mechanics, . 
stationary engineers, plumbers, and loom fixers. Unskilled· 
workers were laborers, . mill workers, truck drivers, , and clerks. 
The v.eteran whose o·c.ca.upation is listed as Armed Forces was 
discharge~ from t he Army the same day that he was transferred 
to the hospital from an Army hospital. 
Only ten of the patients were employed prior to their 
hospital admissions. The rest of the group were either re-
tired or unemployed due to physical illness . . Four patients 
were able to return to employment after their discharge rrom 
2D 
the hospital. Of. these four veterans, Social Service made 
referrals for job counseling in two cases, , one being a re-
ferral to the Veterans Administration Regional Office, , and 
the other being a referral to the Department of Employ;n.ent 
Security •. In . the third case, . the veteran: was seen by an 
employment counselor but later, refused to continue the 
cwntact. There. was_ no. recommendation for employment coun~ 
seling involving the other v.eteran who was able to return 
to work •. 
ECONOMICS 
TABLE VI 
Ecpnomic. Status: of ~toup Studied 
Government Pensions 
Disability Pensions 
Non:-ser:vice Connected 
Physical & Total 
Atd &· Attendance 
Pending 
Disallowed 
Disability . Pensions 
SerW.ce Connected 
Spanish American War · 
Compensation 
Retirement Pay 
Na.wy 
None 
To ·t.al . 
Number · 
22 
1 
3 
1 
6 
2 
1 
L 
_L_ 
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_ Non-ser.vice c.onnected physical and total disabi.li ty · 
pensions are sixty-three dollars a month and with aid and 
attendance one hundred and- twenty-nine dollars · a month •. 
Service cronnected disability pensions v.ary according to the 
percentage of disability. Spanish American War pensions are 
a hundred" twenty-nine dollars a month. Many of the patients 
studied had income in addition to the above cited:.. Of the 
three Vceterans who were receiving public assistance, only 
one was receiving a government pension, and this was being 
supplemented. In three . cases where no pensions were being 
received by the patients,: one was receiving compensation for 
an employment accident, one was receiv-ing continuedowages 
from . his employer, and one was receiving railroad: b.enefi ts . . 
In ten of the cases studied, ,_ the patients' wives were em-
ployed. . Sev;en· were supplementing non-service connected~ 
physical and total disability pensions, ._ one was supplement-
ing compensation, one was supplemented by Soldier's Welfare, . 
and one case the wif:e' s earnings was the only source o.f in-
~ome. The husband of. the female veteran supplemented her 
s:er-vice c:onnected:_ disability pension of four hundred and 
fourteen·: dollars a mon::th through. his own employment. Child-
ren in::. two of the cases were employed and supplementing the 
.family:_ income. In·· one instance there was supplementation 
ofa Spanish Americarr· War pension, . and in the other, there 
was supplementation of old age insurance. The latter was 
the only patient noted receiV:ing old age insurance. In only 
one case a patient's bank account was listed as his only 
---~ 
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source of income . . 
Inrev.iewing the six patients rece1ving service con-
nected disability pensions, it was noted that four patients 
of this number were hospitaliz-ed for their service connected-
disabilities, and the remaining forty were hospitalized for 
non-service c.onnected disabilities. 
When. placement of a patient has been -in a convalescent 
home inv.olwing additional income to. meet the expense and 
.for the support of his ramily, supplementation can he ar-
ranged through. either Soldier' 8 Welfare or Puhlic~ Assistance . . 
The.se two re.sources may be used to supplement pensions of 
patients while they are ho$pitalized or after they return 
ho.me and are still unable to accept employment because of 
their physical condition •. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
TABLE VII 
Reason" for Hospitalization· 
Reason:· 
Acu.te Flare. Up 
Physical Medicine & 
Rehabilitation 
Other 
Total 
Number 
26 
8 
10 
44" 
It can be seen from Table VII that t he majority of the 
patl.ents admi t .ted to the hospital, twenty-six in: number or 
40. 9 per ~ent were admitted. for acute flare ups. Four out 
o.:f the eight eases admitted f .or physical medicine and re-
habilitation were transferred to the Veterans Administration 
Hers pi tal fro.m. other general hospi tala within the area ser-
v;.j_a:ed by t his hospital. . In revie.wing the ten patients ad-
mit.ted for other reasons, . it was found that these were for 
hospital t r eatment, . diagnosis, and for further consideration 
of possible surgery . . 
The reason~ for hospitalization was_ not outstanding as 
far as the type of discharge plan was concerned. 
TABLE VIII 
Length or· Hospitalization of Pa.tients Studied 
Days . 
90~120 
121-150 
151-180 
181-210 
211-240 
241-270 
271-300 
30L and over 
Total 
Number 
13 
11 
3 
6 
3 
2 
4 
2 
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The largest~ number or· patients, thirteen or 29 .5 per 
c.:ent were hos pitalized for a period from ninety to one 
hundred and twenty-one days. Ov.er half of the patients 
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studied, 54.5 per cent, . were hospitaliz~d from ninety to 
one hundred. and fifty-:one days. . In: two of the cases where. 
the patient s had been hospi taliz-.ed for two hundred and 
seventy-three days and one hundred and fifty-four days, their 
families had given up their homes, , and the former was placed 
in a nursing home while the latter was able to return to a 
r .elativ.e ho.me where his family was living . . 
REFERRALS 
TABLE IX : 
Status of So.c.iaL Ser:wic.e Cases 
Status 
New 
Reopen 
Total 
Numb.er 
3a 
r · 
0 . 
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or. the. forty;-four c:ases studied thirty:-eight or 86.4 
per cent were new referrals to Social Service. Fifty per 
cent of the new patients had had p_revious hospital admissions •. 
In. reviewing the six. reopened cases, it was found that three 
patients had one prev.:ious hospital adtnission, . two patients 
had four previous hospital admissions, and -one had three 
previous hospital admissions. Two~ of the six·· persons pre-
v.i.lo.usly known to Social Service were referred by the physi-
c.ian, one by the patient himself, one by the nurse, , one was 
25 
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in~tiateaby Social Service, and the last one was referred 
b~ a relative. These are examples of the difrerent sources 
o::r· ref-erral. The number of days between the admission:: date 
and the date of referral om the reopened a.ases was not sig-
nd.fiaant in relation~. to the data o.htained on the new ref.er-
rals ... 
TABLE X' 
Length- o:f Time between Admissiom & Referral to Soc.ial Seryice . ' 
Da;y;s 
0-30. 
3k60 
61.,-90 
91-120 
121-150 
15L-,.1BO 
181-210 
210. and over 
Total 
Numb:er 
14 
4 
7 
7 
2 
2 
7 
· l 
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After a patient has been- hospitalized for ninetyd.ays, 
his situation is reviewed by the physician and the social 
worker. In our hospital policy, much of the responsibility 
for re;ferral rests with the doctor. It was interesting to 
note that the physician was able to recognize without routine 
review the need for referral to Social Service in -the maj_or-
ity of . the cases. . Ev:en · with the ninety day review _· ref_errals 
were delayed since the physician- was not contemplating dis-
be~ause of medical reasons and saw no social needs . 
--=---
at that time. In. Table X it can be seen -that over half of 
the ref'errals were between zero~ and ninety days and nineteen··. 
or 43.1 per cent were received after the roster review. 
TABLE XI 
Sourc.e of Referral 
Source 
Phy_s i e.1 an: 
Con:'tac.t Ofi'ic:e.r 
Soc::ial . Service Initiated 
Self 
All other 
Total 
Ni.unber 
32 
4 
2 
2_ 
4 
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The largest number of referrals, thirty-two in number or 
72.7 per cent came directly from the physic:ian. A total of· 
27~3 per cent were from the remaining four sources. 
In: rev.iewing the physician · referrals, it was noted that 
thirty_ of the thirty-two. were for discharge planning. . The 
two_ remaining were a _possible discharge problem and a problem_ 
around helping a patient obtain money from. . his bank a.cco.unt. 
The latter was again referred- to Social Service later inthe 
patient's hospitalization for help with discharge planning •. 
There were four patients referred by "all other" in~ 
aluding two referrals by the nurse where patients were having 
dif.t'ic.ul ty in obtaining their o_wn money from an. insti tuti.on 
and do.mi cile where they_ resided prior to admission. . Bo.th · or.. 
theBe referrals inv.olved eventual discharge planning at later 
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dates •. One of' the two . remaining referrals in , thd.s category 
was made by a patient's wife in an ef'for.t to obtain .medie.al 
evidence for a public assistance agency, and the other was 
initiated by a relative for po:ssible occ::upational therapy 
for the patient both· in the hospital and at the home . . 
One of the self-referrals was aro.und financial reimburse~ 
ment. for an ambulance fee, and the second one was for help 
in: obtaining a stenographi C: machine for a twenty year old 
v:.e.teram-student .. The former b.ecame an eventual. discharge 
plan;. 
I ru rav:ie.wing the four cases referred to.-Soci al Service 
by, the contact officer, , one was for help in th·e completion~ 
o.f: a temporary_ dls:abili ty, insurance form., , one was for a 
surv.ey or:· the home s-ituation and finances, . and two were re-
ferred· for initiation of aid and attendance forms . . or these 
f .our referrals three, later required the services of the sociaL 
worker for help with discharge planning . . 
Two Social Service initiated referrals were noted in the. 
study. One .. came from the six.ty day roster, . and after dis-
ollssion of t he . patient with the physic:ian, . a social service 
evaluation was re.quested to implement discharge planning. 
The social worker, . in reference to the other patient, re-
opened" the c.ase to maintain the patient through · hospital~ 
ization. 
The phys ician , requested a social service evaluation, 
==============~~==============~~~=-=== 
which becomes a part of the medie.a.l record, in , the majority 
o.f the c.as-es referred: for discharge planning. In many of 
the cases specific recommendations to be considered · in· the 
discharge planning were made by the doctor. The:se involved: 
medical follow up through out-patient clines or by local 
doctors, partial rehabilitation, . employment counseling, a 
transportation arrangement so that a patient was able to 
cDme to the hospital f,or physiotherapy treatments, help in 
~:eading a more restricted life at home,_ nee.d for nursing or 
do.miciliary care, , need for the patient to have someone at 
home. with him, physical and oc.c.upational therapy in the 
cmnmmnt ty after discharge, speech- training through transfer 
to: another hospital, and transfer to a mental institution. 
In · add1 tiom to the thirty cases recommended.- for help 
with · discharge, twelve more of the referrals later re_quired 
this type of help. . The writer feels that enough ev.idenc.e 
has been presented to show the medical social worker's 
importance in the discharge planning for the chronically 
ill patient and also., her importance as far as the PhY.si-
c:ian is concerned • . 
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TABLE XII 
Type of Care Medieally RecDmmended: 
Type 
Home 
Nursing Care 
Domiciliary Care 
Hospitalization Elsewhere for 
Medical Treatment 
Institutional Care (Mental) 
Total 
Number 
18 
17. 
5 
2 
2 
44 
Inf, all af'. the aases studiect, as well as all admissiOns 
to the hospital,, the patient and/or relatives are given the 
o:pportuni ty. to express themsel v.es about the type of· care 
they want after a discussion~ of the implications of the ill-
ness and the doctor's recommendations with the social worker 
and/or doctor. Whenever possible the patient's own home is 
the resourc·.e used, but _it is not possible when the care 
needed cannot be given there. Social Service may help pro.-
mote the understanding of and the implications of the illness:: 
to. the pati ent and/or his family in an: ef.fort to provide the 
best type o.f. c.are available. The final decision . for care in 
the resourc:es cited in Table XII lies with the patient. 
It was found that all eighteenpatients where the medi-
cally recommended care was in their own homes were able to 
accept this type of discharge planning. _ Resources used to 
implement t his type of care and arranged for by the social 
worker were out patient clinic . and local doctor follow-up, 
30 
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emplo;y:ment counseling, ,. vocational rehabilitation, inc1uding 
physical and o·caupational therapy, _. regional office follo_w;-
I 
up, injec-tions by an· agent of the town. board of health, _ 
district nursing follow-up, and assistance through Commu-
nity. Workshops. 
Of the sevent~en patients where nursing care was recom-
mended, t en. patients followed through, five returned to 
their own ~ homes, , and two . went to a Veterans Administration 
domicile. Comm.un.i.ty re.sourc.es made av:ailable to those not 
aa:c._epting the recommended plans we:re the regional office . 
inanother state for casework service, and supervision 
through t he Visiting Nurses Association. Im one ease the 
family sought further hospitalization in :· a general. hos.pi-
tal in the community. 
Bo.th patients recommended for further hospi taliza. tion 
were a~~epting of this. These two patients were transferrea 
tcr a Veterans Adminis_tration Hbspi tal where there was an 
aphasic· unit . . 
In- the two cases where hospitalization in~ a mental in-
sti tution : was recommended-, , one patient accepted this and 
was later transferred to a domicile, , and the other patient . 
refused- to follow the recommendation and returned to his 
own home.. At the request of the doctor, . a referral was 
made to the District Nursing Association. 
It ca n · he seen. that recommendations were made fo.r the 
ma jo.ri ty of 
-=-r-=- ~~~ --= the patients, thirty-five or 79.5 per cent, . 
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either to re.turn . to their owm homes or to be placed in ' a 
marsing home. 
DIAGNOSIS IN RELATION- TO DISCHARGE PLANNING 
As discus_sed in . the Imt-ro.ductiom, ,. I have omitted diabetes,, 
tuberculosis,,, and cancer from this study. . Due to . complica-
tions in· the cases under consideration in: this thesis, : the 
writer ·was unable to place them-, in specific categories of 
i:llness acc:ording to diagnosis. . All.:. patients studied had a 
chronic illness. . There were twenty-one pat:ients who had re-
sulting hemiplegias •. Of this number seven patients had ac-
c,ompanying aphasia· - Repre.sented. in the group were three 
additional patients with residual aphasia •. Sixteen of the 
residual hemiple.gias were caused- by cerebral accidents, 
hemorrhages, , and thrombosis of which there were eighteen in 
, all, in adell tion: to one subarachnoid hemorrhage which I 
wo_uld c.lassify in this group. , Those patients hav.ing cardiac 
involv·ements are twenty-one in number, two having rheuma.tic 
heart disease, the remainder having either arteriosclerotic 
cardiovascular disease. In the f_5roup studied, . there were:.: 
fiv,e arthritic patients, f .our having rhumatoid arthritis and 
one ha-ving arthritis due to rheumatic fever. There were also 
two. cases o.f multiple s.clerosis , one with decubitus,; ulcers 
and one with gastro~ent.eritus-subacute. Twopatients not 
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ac~c.o.unted · for in the above listings have diagnoses of amyo.-
tro.phic lateral sclerosis and chronic bronch itis, bronchial 
' asthma, , and multiple fracture of the ribs. 
In: relat ing the hemiplegics (since they1 appear to . present 
, a great problem.) to discharge planning, , it was medically re-
cDmmended that five return to their own ho~es, nine have nurs-
ing care in . the community, , four recei wa domiciliary care in a 
Ve.terans Administration · facility, two to be transferred to a 
~ental insti tution, , and one be admitted to. a Veterans A~nis-
tration hospital for specialized treatment not offered in the 
Veterans Administration Hospital concerned here . . Discharge 
1 plann:ing has beem covered in the above materiaL for all of 
,. those patients identified as hav;ing cerebral hemorrhages, 
accidents, . or thrombosis, eJOOluding one patient. Sixteen·. 
were considered·. with the he.miplegics and three_ had acc:..ompany-
ing aphasi.a ._ The remaining patient with cerebral involvement 
was discharged to his own home. Plans for eleven of. the 
twenty-one patients having cardiac involv.ements among other 
aomplications have already been covered . . Of the ten. remain-
ing, it was recommended that eight be discharged to their owrr 
homes, one be discharged to a nursing home, and one be dis-
charged to a . Veterans Administra t :ion domicile. One of the 
arthritics also had a cardiac involvement and has been in-
c:l.uded in the discussion of that category •. Three of the 
f.o:ur remaining ar.thri tic.s returned to their -own· homes and 
the remaining one went to a domicile. Inboth cases with the 
= -·--=---=- ===== 
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dTagno..sis of multi p le sclerosis nursing care was recommended. , 
Nursing care was also recommended for t~e patient having a 
diagno.sis o.r amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and for the pa-
tient having chronic bronchitis with bronchial asthma and 
multiple rib fractures. 
Thirty-thr ee of the f:Orty-four patients studied followed.. 
the medically rec:ommended care. Of the twenty-one hemi-
plegies studied, fifteen ac~eepted medical recommendations. 
Of the three aphasic's n0t having residual hemiplegia covered r 
in that category., alL ac:ce:gted medical recommendations. 
Seven ' of the ten cardiacs not already accounted for ac::c:epted: 
the plans advised by the doctor. or the four arthritic s , , not .! 
already covered, t hree acc~pted the recommendations. Both 
patients with the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis were able 
to follow through . after discharge, _and one of the other two 
patients not covered~. in the above also was able to accept 
the care medically recommended. 
MARITAL STATUS IN: RELATION TO I 'HE 
D:ISCHARGE PLAN 
In . reviewing the cases studied, it was found that of 
the t :en single veterans two patients returned to the homes . 
of relatives, three patients returned to their own homes, _ 
two were admitted to a domicile, ., one was admitted to another 
hospital since the patient's family felt that he still need-
======= ---- === =========~-
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ed hospital ization, . one was transf.erred to another hospital 
fo-r speech, training, and the last one was admitted to a men-
tal institution .. 
Of the twenty-five married patients, two scheduled to go 
home died during their hospitalization . . Five patients were 
admitted to nursing homes, fifteen returned to their own 
homes, two were._ admitted; to the State Infirmary whi.ch I have 
classified as a nursing home throughout this thesis, and one 
was transf.erred to another hospital for speech training. 
One of the widowed patients w.ent to a domicile, and the 
other one was discharged to a nursing home. Of the three 
divorced ·patients, . two went to a domicile and the third:. one 
scheduled to return home, died during hospitalization. In 
reviewing the case records of the four patients who were 
separated only one returned home. Two. patients were dis-
ooarged to nursing homes and one to a home of a relative •. 
In analyZing these statistics, it was found that the 
greatest number returning home in relation to the number in 
the separate groups described above was in the married group. 
From these statistics, it may be seen that chronic illhess 
may raise problems of dependency. 
The physical deterioration and the resulting cur-
tailmE?nt of activities frequently reinforce each other , 
leaving the person in a state of helplessness and hope-
lessness. 
1 
1. Frances Upham, A Dynamic Approach to Illness, p. 90 
---- '"""==== 
An interes t ing research· proJect could be . developed: around 
how these dependency neeus affect marital life and inter-
personal and family relationships. 
---~.-=-- - -- -
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CHAPTER IV 
CASE PRESENT4TIONS 
In this chapter the writer will present case studies 
to_ show generic skills and techniques, which are utilized 
in, discharge planning for the chronically ill patient, 
and the adaptations of these which have to be made as a 
result of the setting • . The contribution of the medical 
social worker as part of the total treatment program with-
in the hospital setting is further explained. The writer 
will present seven case studies for consideration and has 
c:lassified them according to representative types of dis-
charge planning found within the total surv.ey. The cases . 
will be presented in the rollowing order: discharge to own 
home; Two discharges to relatives' homes; discharge to a 
cmnvalescent home; discharge to a state infirmary; dis-
charge to a Veterans:' Administratiom domicile; and transfer 
to another hospital'_ for specializ:ed training. . The. case 
stud.ies wi lL be followed by discussion.s helping to fulfill 
the purpose of this thesis. 
MR •. S. 
Mr .. s . ., age thirty-four, an army veteran of World 
War II had an acute flare up of his service connected 
physical condition, and was admitted for treatment 
with a diagnosis of rheumatic fever, arthritis due 
to rheumatic fever, rheumatic heart disease, ques-
tioned rheumatic valvulitis, and questioned or in-
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active aortic stenosis. In discussing patient'a . ~ll­
ness with the physician, it was learned that patient 
was aware of his rheumatic heart condition and was 
ambulatory, being able to leave the ward· for various 
parts o'f the hospital. 
Patient was referred to Social Serv,ice by the 
physician seventy-five days after admission and thirty_-
sev.en days before discharge for a social service study. 
The doctor had prepared. the patient for the visit with 
the social worker. 
Mr_. S. e_ompleted high school and was employed as a 
janitor in a hospital laboratory for four years before 
he rras drafted. While in service for twenty-two months, . 
patient did the same type of work. After discharge, 
Mr. S. was employed for two years at another hospital 
during which time he married, left his employment, and 
went into. several different G •. I. training programs 
for salesmanship, lasting for short periods of time in 
each~ . Patient had been enrolled at a local college as 
'S pre-med.ic:al student but only remained for four months. 
1'-ir •. s. 's occupation at time of hospitalization was 
listed as that of a milling machine operator. Patient 
had an income of two hundred and eighteen dollars a 
month · from the government in the form of a disability. 
pension. 
In appearance, . the social worker noted that patient 
was or: average height, sort of heavy set, with dark 
brown hair and eyes, and mild mannered. He impressed 
the social worker as being the effeminate type, lack-
ing in the ambition. and initiative required of a sales-
man. · 
During the first interV!iew, the social worker gave 
an . interpretation of her role in the hospital setting 
and explained to Ivir. S. that the doctor thought social · 
serwice may be able to help him during hospitalization 
and with post dis'crharge adjustment. Mr •. S . . saw his 
problem . in . terms 'or employment and with enc..ouragement 
froJn the worker, he was able to discuss his various jpbs • 
and dissatisfactions .. He was able to verbalize these 
t :hings as a result of the acceptance by the worker who 
showed sympathy and understanding. . The social worker 
was able to review with the patient those things caus- . 
ing him difficulty in his work. Mr. s. was able to 
think this through and could see that he could not 
handle an employer whom he thought was taking advan-
tage of him and developed a dislike for that person. 
Pa.tient wanted to go into business.: for himself, and 
the worker again encouraged him to discuss this. The 
worker tried to point out the need for capital to start 
any business v.enture, the need for experience and advice, . 
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and the responsibilities involved since she felt 
patient was unrealistic. The goal was to help 
Mr . S. understand his feelings about his employ-
ment so that he would be better able to handle 
new situations as they arise. 
In subsequent interviews , Mr. s. commented 
that he could see the similarity in· his reactions 
to his several employers and was able to sight one 
J9b.· which he liked and where he was able to talk 
things ov.er with his boss. He related this to 
talking through disagreements with his wife. 
Mrs. S. was very attractive, with her deep 
blue eyes and light br.o:wnhair, and impressed the 
worker as the more aggressive of the two, acting 
as manager of the -home and making all financial 
d€ cisions. The C.Ouple had t ,wo . children, a boy 
one and a halE years old and a girl four and a 
half.. Mrs. S .. expected to~ be confined for her 
third child in·. three months. 
Mrs •. S. was also seen: by Social Service to 
help gain a bett,er understanding of patient, and 
t he worker ·explained her function and express~ed 
arr interest in how she had been· getting alorig. 
She was encouraged' to express her feelings about 
the patient, and at the same time was a help to 
the worker in her understanding of the patient 
and. his problems. Through encouragement, Mrs. S. 
was able to ·expre.ss her understanding of the 
implications of Mr. S.'s illness. 
Mrs. S . . brought out a problem about daughter, 
D., _ who b~th she and Mr .' S . were unable to handle 
and. explained.. the disagreement around discipline 
for the child by them. The worker displayed sym~ 
pathetic understanding of Mrs. S.'s difficulty 
with discipline and tried to. giv.e her some in-
sight into the child' 's hehav.ior b.y . sugg_esting the 
inconsistency with which she is being handledas 
a possible reason for ·her temper tantrums. The 
wo.rker did of .fer to help Mrs. S. attempt to ob -
tain medical treatment for D. Mrs. S •. was en-
aouraged to . talk with the worker ahout her own 
relationship with her husband and his relation-
ships with other people. She was ambivalent in her 
feelings about her husband. 
The worker f elt t hat the main probl.em .. was a 
marital one but that neither one recogni z.ed' it as 
such. Mr. S. ~~w no problem in the handling of 
daughter, D. The only area he saw a problem. was 
in relation to his work. 
Since employment was the area of 
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interest to the patient, a referral was made to 
the Veterans Administration Regional Office for 
job counseling and continued casework service. 
Mr. S. was discharged to his home after one hund-
red and twelve days. 
A social evaluation was prepared for the doc-
tor, and a summary was sent to regional office. 
Discussion: The physician helped the social worker by 
an explanation of Mr •. s. 's physical limitations sa. that plan- I 
rring c:ould be done in consid.era tion o_f the medical, . soc.iaL, 
and emotional aspects of illness. Since the doctor felt 
that in add~tion to the medical needs there was a need for 
social planning he appropriately referred the patient to 
that person : professionally trained to meet this need. Mr. S. 
participated in the interviews by describing himself and his 
pro.blems to th·e worker, g_i ving her an opportunity to help 
him. . He sho.wed a great wilJ.ingness . to . use the service ren-
d.ered . to. him. Mrs. s . . ' s participation through,· the media of 
interv:1ewing h~elped · the worker become more familiar with the_ 
patient and understand the existing :L'amily re::lationships . . 
Mrs. - S. did e:x;plain·; her understanding of the patient's per-
sonal! ty which also helped the worke.r in the treatment pro-
a:.e.ss.. Patient's wife showed herself to be much more mature 
than her husband in that she was apparently able to manage 
the home and take care of the finances. , 
Wh~le obtaining social data for an evaluation, the social 
worker used her knowledge of human behav.Qor accepting the 
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patient as he was and allowing him to tell his o\m story •. 
She u.tiliz~ed the technique of clarification ; im combination 
with supportive therapy in her role of a helping person 
during the patient's situational stress caused by the ill-
ness . . She helped Mr. S. think through his reasons, th~t were 
o.n a cons.cious level, for his frequent change of employment 
and tried to giv.e Mrs. S . . some understanding of what was 
happening to her daught.er who was being disciplined by one 
parent and not by the other. . If Mr .. S •. could hav.e been helped 
to recognize this, perhaps a referral could have been made 
to a child guidance clinic. 
As Mr. S. had a rheumatic heart condition that did not 
permit him to do hard manual labor, it meant that he had to 
find a job ·within his physical capacity. His hospitalization 
brought a partial loss of income with the necessity of famil y 
readjustment. . Bo.th patient and his wife were able to under-
stand and acc.:ept his physical condition through the skills 
and t .echniques used by the social worker. 
MR. P. 
I'-'lr • . P. had conv.ulsive seiz,ures four months b.efore. 
admission: to a general hospital in another state, and 
weakness of the right upper e~remity a month prior to 
arlmisaiom... He was admitted in a coma with right hemi-
plegia and ac.c:ompanying aphasia, and a cranio.tomy was 
performed . . The patient, a forty year old World War II 
army v:eteran, was transferred after three weeks to the 
Veterans Administration . Hospital for rehabilitativ:e 
purposes., · with an admission. diagnosis of angiO.blastic. 
meningioma, left middle fo.ssa, . total exterpa tion, and 
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showed d.ef.ectiv:e judgement, impaired memory, and little. 
insight into his condition_. 
Patient' 's wife originally came to Social Service 
about the possibility of obtaining financial assist-
ance. and a soc-ial study was requested _by the doctor 
for proper discharge ninety-one days after admission. 
Ths two referrals were handled by different workers. 
Prior to hospitalization, Mr. P • . was the sole means 
o_f suppo.rt of his family. . He had worked steadily as a 
mechanic for the same concern since the age of nine. 
Al.tho.ugh: a referral was made to public assistance, Mrs. 
P. was no.t acc_epting of this, and instead, gav.e up her 
ha.me and. went to live with her parents, and wa13 em-
ploy,ed as a tailoress. 
In addition·. to his wife, ~1r. P. had two_ daughters, 
three~ and a half and six-: years of age. Patient was a 
short, sto.cky, . heavy set person, untidy in his appear-
ance and Mrs. P. was a rather tall, thin person: with 
sharp features, v,_ery neat in appea-rance. Although there 
was an excellent r-amily relationship, . bo.th Mr. and Mrs. 
P. resisted discharge plann-ing . . Mrs. P., because she 
was afraid something wo.uld happen: to. her husband once 
he got home and faced the reality situation, used the 
fact that she was without a home as a defence mechanism. 
Through an- int.erpretation of patient_' s illness and 
hospital policy and support of Mrs. F.'s ego strength in 
b~ing able to take over family responsibility, the work-
er helped her to face the reality situation •. Mr. P., _ al-
though- anxious to. be discharged, . was ambivalent about_ 
it for fear that he would b.e a burden to. his family and 
would not be able to keep his balance. He was almost 
eupho~ic in . his attitude of ov.er confidence. Patient 
had ov.er-worked, .at times, to exhaustion,,. and was un-:-
able to face the reality that he would never be able 
to return_ to his work as a mechanic. He did not ac.c~ept 
the fact that his wife had gone back to work. The work -
er discussed Mr. F.'s progress with him and eased his 
worry by suggesting continued- tr-eatment on . an out-pa-
tient basis· - Patient was able to rec:ogniz.e through the 
understanding of. his illness with the help of the worker, 
that he wouldh't be able to return to his job as a 
mechanic· and found out from his employer that he could 
work in a supervisory capacity. 
A Rehabilitation Board was held and a date for dis-
charge was set in the presence of the patient. Social 
Service had suggested the use of the Department of Vo-
cational Rehabilitation for mostly physical and some 
occ.upational therapy after discharge, . and the do:.ctor 
f.el t it was a good plan •. 
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A three way conference was held with the Vocational 
Rehabilitation counselor, Mr. P., . and th·e so.cial worker 
and a referral was made to that agency. Mr. P •. was 
ab~e to accept the fact that he would ne.ver be able to 
go. back to his job as · a mechanic. Mrs. P. was helped 
to see that her husband was ready for discharge and 
made the necessary plans for him to return to ~he home 
of his in~laws. She was able to come to the conclu~ 
sion . that her husband needed her at home and accepted 
So,ldier's Welfare to supplement her husband's inevi-
table government pension. . 
Mr • . P . . w.as discharged to .. the home of his in-laws 
one hundred and fifty-four days after admission and was. 
very happy about it. It was learned that he made re-
markable progress with . the help of the Department of 
Vocational Rehabilitation. 
Discussion: _ !m· iriitial dis.cussion· was held with . the 
doctor to . help the worker gain ·. a better understanding of 
Mr • . P. 's i llness:. and its implications, possible date of 
d-ischarge, , plans he would medically recommep.d including any 
specific care required. . From time to time, , the doc.tor was 
con:sultedabo.ut the patient's progress . . The doctor did use 
his authority in an att.empt to_ make the patient see that he 
c:ould not go home on:. week end passes untiL his comii tion 
permi tt.ed~ since this had been' -tried with rather poor results ... , 
A Rehabilitation Board was held during which the doctor pre-
sided· and members of all departments to which the patient 
was known reported : their findings... The writer feels that 
this is a good example of treatment of the patient medically, 
sociallyn and emotionally. 
The patient• ·s wife co.operated with the social worker in 
helping the patient to carry out the doctor's orders as in-
='----=--=== -=---- -= -= -= 
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terpreted to: her and by showing a great deal of ac~~ptance 
for the patient with his physical disabilities after dis-
cussion· of these with the worker. The worker was able to 
interpret t o her the implications of Mr. P.'s illness giv-
ing her t he understanding she nee.ded in helping her husband 
and herself in their aceeptance of reality. 
A c:.ounselor f.rom . the Division. of Voc:a tional Rehabili ta-
tion.::. interviewed both the social worker and· the patient 
and interpreted the function . of that agency and the require-
ments •. This helped . both the social worker and the patient 
make a referral for physical therapy after discharge. 
The techniques of supportive therapy, internal . environ-
mental modification, and clarification were utiliz~d in 
h~lping the patient and his wife face the realLty situation 
and understand and accept the implications of the patient's 
illness •. Mr. P. was anxious since he felt he was going to · 
b.e a burden . to his family, and Mrs . P •. was afraid that she 
would not be able to care for the patient at home. The 
wa.rker offered a warm, sympathetic acc.eptance of both the 
patient and his wife to acanmplish the goal of discharge. 
r 
II 
Basic to the use of these techniques was her skill in form-
ing these casework relationships. The worker accepted and 
understood the resistance to discharge and by doing this was 
able to facilitate the planning. Her knowledge of community 
r .esources was a great asset in this casework relationBhip. 
=-===-- ---
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Patient's illness meant to him. a loss of financial in~ 
deperrdenc.e after being the sole wage earner until now. Its 
implications implied that he would never be able to return · 
to his former type of employment . . His illness further im-
plied that he would be a burden to his family and that they 
must resort to some type of financial assistance. To Mrs. P., 
patient's illness meant that she had to giv.e up her home and 
move into the home of her parents. . !vir • . P • . was unable to · 
climb three flights of stairs and it was hard for Mrs •. P . . to 
manage alone with two small children on a third floor. MrsA 
P .. went to work as a tailoress, which patient resented, , since 
she couldh' t seem to acc.ept f'inancial assistance from a wel-
fare department, and there was no income coming into the 
home. This meant a readjustment for the children who had had 
their mother at home all of the time until their father was 
hospitalized. When patient was finally discharged·., Mrs. P. 
dec.ided to remain in the home and accepted assistance from 
Soldier's Welfare which made for a rather different way of 
lif_e. In summary, . the illness affected the entire family and 
readJustment s had to be made. 
MR • . L. 
Mr. L. was a fifty-three . year old single man' 
with only one living relative, _ a sister, . who lived 
in another state. He was admitted to the Veterans 
Administration Hospital for the first time with a 
diagnosis of q~estioned bleeding, peptic ulcer, 
left hemiplegia, . hypertensive cardio.-vascular I 
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disease with congestive failure, and cirrhosis of 
the liver. A r.ear prior to hospitalization, patient 
had ser ies of 'shocks 11 which' resulted irr·. partial 
aphasia and complete flacc-id left hemiplegia. . He 
was placed on: the seriously ill list upon admission. 
Pat ient was referred to Social Service four days 
after admission by the ward nurse for help in obtain-
ing his funds from . the domicile, where he had lived 
for sevenmonths before admission, to meet the cost 
of barber service for shaves. He was unaware of the 
referral. 
Mr. L. served in the navy during World War I for 
three years. After his discharge he became a member 
of the merchant marines and described his life as be-
ing carefr ee and nomadic. Patient had also described 
himself as being extravagant with money because of the 
uncertainty of the fut.ure in view of dangers while 
travel i ng. During his years at sea, . he had maintained 
a Rhode Island address with friends in a rural area. 
Mr . . L. was with the merchant marines as a seaman until 
the onset of his illness •. His only source of income 
was a government pension · of sixty-three dollars a 
month. 
As patient's physical condition1was serious and 
he was aphasic , social service activity during the 
first two months of hospitalization was limited to 
incidental requests without any direct contact with 
patient. There was a conference between the social 
worker and the doctor around the veteran's progress~ 
Mr. L. was now ambulent, . being able to walk short I 
distances without a great deal of assistance, and the 
doctor felt he would be able to return . to. the domicile . . 
Social worker acquainted herself with Mr. L •. and 
toward the end of the third month of hospitalization, 
the doctor requested her to assist in discharge plan-
ing . 
Mr. L •. had been unhappy at the domicile, and be-
cause he was inc.apaci ta ted w:i th a hemiplegia, , he 
wanted to. live temporarily in his sister's home, until 
he co.uld b.e admitted to a domicile near there. A 
letter was written . to Mrs. R. explaining the situation 
and gi'V!ing a brief medical picture. She was able to 
prov.ide a temporary home for him, although there would 
he no. one at home during the day,, and his room . would be 
on . the second floor. . An inquiry was made about the 
pro.cedure for medical care through the Veterans Admi.i1r ... 
istration in that state . . Mr. L. was o.v.erjo.yed with the 
results of the letter but did not want to become a bur-
den . to anysme, , since he had had very little contact 
with his ~1ster throughout the years. The worker 
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showed understanding of this feeling and pQinted out 
patient's progress. This informationwas related to 
the doctor who felt that medically, Mr. L. could ac-
cept t he propo~ed plans . . Patient was to be ready for 
discharge in the n.ear future. 
A supervisory conf~erence was held around travel 
plans . . Arrangements were made to have Mr. L. •·a 
c~othing and other belongings brought to the hospital. 
Air transportation, as Mr. L. was physically unable 
to travel by train, was arranged. The services of 
Traveler's Aid were sought in helping patient, .. and 
he fa ilities of Red Cross were used in ac~ompany-
fng patient on a shopping trip before dischat·ge. At 
the re.quest of tne patient, information was obtained 
in reference to the method of transferring a bank 
account to another state. A referral was made to the 
r..egional office for casework service and the inter-
preLation of ~eterans Administration facilities. All 
of these plans were discusssd •with the patient and con-
firmation of them,, was sent to his. sister . . 
After one hundred and fifteen days of hospitali-
zation, , Mr. L. was discharged to the home of .his sis-
ter to await admission to the Veterans Administration 
domicile in that state. 
Discussion: The doctor was initially consulted about 
the patient 's progress sirice the referral came from .. the ward 
nurse to meet incidental needs. The doctor helped the social 
worker in the discharge planning by discussing the patient's 
illne.s s ~ with her and the medical recommendS. tiona he made •. 
When the patient decided that~ he wanted to go to his sister's 
home in another state an<fi this had been cleared with the re-
lative, . the doctor was again conaulted ab~ut the patient's 
I intended plans. The social worker operates under the author-
1
.1 ity of the doctor. 
types of transportation available to see which the patient 
The doctor was again consulted about the 
j _ _:'~s ph;y:sically a~l: to a:cept ~ ~~-~ 
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The patient took the initiative in: fully discussing 
_withr the worker his feelings about returning to the do-
micile where he was prior to his admission and suggested 
the possibility of spending some time witn-his sister in 
ano.ther state until there was a vacancy at the domicile 
near his home. Mr. L. was very cooperative with· the en-
tire hospital staff in arrangements for his discharge. 
Patient's sister coo.perated by accepting Mr. L. tem-
porarily in her home pending acceptance in a domicile near 
her home. A referral was made to t he regional office 
o-losest to his sister's home for continued casework service 
and an·· explanation of the medical facilities available. The 
servaces of Travelers Aid and the Veterans Administration 
were requested irr· helping the patient with his travel. Red 
Cross assisted by taking Mr. L. shopping before his discharge. 
Information was requested from the bank about change of bank 
accnunts . . 
The basic technique used in working with Mr. L •. was 
that of supportive therapy. The social worker showed a 
warm __ acc.eptance of the patient and helped him. to. work out 
a satisfactory discharge plan while obtaining a social study 
for the physician. \'/hat may be termed env-ironmental mani-
pulation was considered in the transfer of the patient from_ 
a domicile to the home of his sister while the services of 
the regional off.ice social worker were request.ed to faci-
litate the home situation. 
- ------===----=-
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The writer felt that Mr. L •. was accepting of his illness 
in view of the reality situation. It seemed that this was 
·easier for him as he had been living in a domicile before 
admission . He was afraid that he would be a burden to . his 
sister as he was handicapped, but at the same time, was 
over·joyed with the arrangement. . His illness meant that he 
would see his sister again·. after many years, , which probably 
never would have happened if he had not been hospi taliz·ed 
at this time and not had someone to help him with his plans. 
MRS. 0. 
In February of 1944 while Mrs. O., , age thirty-
t ,wo., was in the Women's Army Corps, she was hospi-
talized, and it was discovered that she had multiple 
sclerosis. She had been. c.onfined to a wheel chair 
since 1951. The patient was admitted to Veterans 
Administration Hospital, her first admission; for 
treatment with a diagnosis of multiple sclerosis and 
decubitus ulcers. . · 
Mrs • . O. was referred to Social Service one hund-
red and nine days after admission and twenty-one days 
before discharge. The doctor felt that there was a 
need for good, general nursing care and made specific 
recommendations. He suggested that the social worker 
contact patient's husband as Mrs. O •. had a severe 
speech impairment. Mr. 0. had not been told of the 
referral. 
Mr. and Mrs • . O . . had one child, , a boy seven years 
old, who was placed in a home at the time of patient's 
admission •. Mrs. 0 •. r.eceived a pension from_the govern-
ment for four hundred and fourteen dollars a month. 
Mr. 0 •. had his oWn, trucking concern. All . contacts 
were with Mr. O . . who was very upset by the possibility 
~ of discharge and used all possible devices to prevent 
' it. He criticized the doctor's treatment and hospital 
management and even wen~ to the manager. 
The worker explained her function and stated that 
she was interested in helping with discharge plans. 
When Mr. 0. tried to block discharge with the state-
~--=--== -~ 
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ment that Mrs. 0. would be walking aga~n before 
discharge, the worker brought out the reality that 
this was not the reason for hospitalization and 
sugg_ested that further discussion·_ could be had with 
the doctor. Mr. 0. acted very hostile and felt that 
the doctor should come to him. Mr. 0 •. told the work-
e.r that he didn't know what was wrong with the Veter-
an~- Administration and why service-connected cases 
shoul d be sent out of the hosp_i tal. The worker ex-
plained the rules and regulations regarding eligibi-
lity for hospitalization and expressed understanding 
o.f how he felt. She was then able to make an appo.int-
ment for Mr. 0. to talk with the doctor. 
Altho.ugh he resisted dischar ge, Mr. 0. felt that 
Mrs. 0 • . could not be cared fo.r at home, and would 
need care in a convalescent home. He said that they 
could not afford this type of care, which was very 
unrealistic, and felt that it should be subsidiz~d 
by the government. After his talk with the doctor 
Mr. 0. extended himself and suggested that he could 
handle discharge planning with his wife and the worker 
told him .. that she was glad he could do this. His 
plan was to find a convalescent home and he declined: 
the worker's offer to help him with this alLhough 
he did want the names of sui table homes. The wo'rker 
did find that there was a vacancy at E. S. Nursing 
Home which was not too far from where he lived and 
approached proximity of his. own home, and called Mr. 
0. about it, since he had not contacted her. A 
definite date for dis.charge was set and Mr . . 0. did 
decide on a nursing home. The worker told Mr •. 0. how 
glad she was that he had been able to make the plan 
and also that his plan for telling Mrs. 0 •. about the 
discharge was excellent. Within the alloted time, . 
the plan was completed, . and it was learned that al-
though Mrs. 0 •. had preferred returning to her own 
home, she did accept the alternate plan in view of 
the home situation. 
Mrs •. 0 •. was discharged to a nursing home after 
one hundred and thirty da ys and regular visits from 
the regional office contact physician were arranged. 
A social study was written for the doctor and a 
summary was sent to the regional off.ice. 
It was learned that five months after discharge 
a ref.erral was made to Community Workshops for re-
training. 
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Discussion: The physician referred the patient to 
Social Service since he felt there was a need for good, 
general nursing care and made specific recommendations. 
He gave identifying information that patient had a 
marked speach impairment and contacts would have to be 
with the husband •. The doctor did not state where this 
care could be obtained·, . which was quite usual . in referrals, , 
and 9,id leave the patient or relative with his individual-
ity and his right for self-determination. The writer feels 
that this is essential in helping people to help them-
selv.es. 
This discharge plan was unusual in that the social 
worker did hot have any contact with the patient,, but all 
plans were made with her husband •. Patient's husband re-
sisted di s charge and used every device in an effort to 
k.eep his wife in: the hospital . . Many influential persons 
were brought in to bear pressure on the hospital adminis-
tration and Mr. 0. even discussed the situation with the 
manager. The final outcome was that he made all the ne-
cessary arrangements for the discharge to a nursing home, 
as this was the only recourse where adequate care could 
he provided. 
In an attempt to study the social situation and make 
the best discharge plan, , the worker used the technique of 
supportiv~ therapy and showed no partiality •. Her relation-
ship was a warm and accepting one. Environmental manipula-
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tion was utilized through the referral to regional. office,. 
in insuring the best possible care. Clarification:: was 
gi v.en in . relation . to the func'tion of the doctor in a 
medical set.ting plus an interpretation of the serv:-ices of 
the social worker. 
Mrs. 0 . .' s illness:. meant the placement of her sev.en 
year old son . in a home and the necessity of accepting a 
nursing home placement although she would have preferred· 
returning to her own home •. 
Great care was takenin . finding a nursing home in close 
proximity to her own home •. Patient's illness meant an 
added responsibility to Mr. 0. and a complete readjustment 
o~ family life. 
MR. R. 
Mr. R., . a seventy-one yf3ar old married, Spanish 
American War v.eteran, had a cerebral thrombosis with 
residual left hemiplegia three months before admission 
and fractured his pelvis ten days prior to hospital-
i:zation. The admission diagnosis was pelvic fracture, 
hypertension, , and left hemiplegia. In discussing 
patient's illness with the physician, it was learned 
.that he would never be able to walk again, alLhough 
he was ready for discharge as soon as nursing care 
plans could be completed, . since the family were un-
able to care for him at home. . Patient was able to 
sit in a wheel chair if someone lifted him into it. 
Patient was referred by the physician to Social 
Service three hundred and twenty-four days after ad-
mission and twenty-two days before dlscharge. Doctor 
had told patient's daughter, Mrs. H., . about the re-
f .err al and had asked her to contact the social worker. 
Mrs. H. contacted the social worker and most of 
the dlscharge planning was done through her. Patient 
-==- ---
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whQ was a retired deputy collector and his aged 
wife had lived together in their own home on Mr. R. 's 
Spanish American War pension or one hundred and 
twenty-nine dollars a month in addition- to the con-
tributions of their children. . Although Mrs .. H •. kne\v 
that discharge was very. soon, . she used every possible 
device to prevent it. . Patient too.,, a~though not 
bro~ught into the discharge planning until after a 
decision~ had been: made, tried to delay the plans. 
Social worker felt that Mr. R. appeared feeble and 
looked extiremely tir.ed and sad. Many prominent people 
from. the outside were brought in to bear pressure on 
the hospital administration in an. effort to keep Mr. 
R. in the hospital. 
].Irs. H. did have a realistic problem as her own 
husband was also hospitalized at the same time. The 
worker express.ed her understanding of this and was able 
to delay discharge for a period of time. Mrs . . H. 
appeared to be shrewd enough to delay discharge plan-
ning through her sly methods. . ·rhe worker left the re-
sponsibility of contacting the hospital when.: the family 
had made a decision -with Mrs. H. who neglected to do 
this. Mrs. H. further used. the ract that her father, 
Mr. R. was unable to walk to help delay discharge. The 
worker did express her understanding of how hard it was 
fo.r the family to come to a decision. and explained that 
the hospital here was established fo.r the care of the 
acutely ill and that her father's condition was considere~ 
chronic. The social worker further explained that every-
thing possible had been done for the patient and she 
could understand how the family feels. The .. social , worker 
reviewed the implications of Mr. R •. 's illness .and the 
recommendation of the docto~with his daughter, having 
suggested that she find out about nursing home vacancies 
and domi ciliary care, since they had rejected the state 
infirmary. A sug&estion was made that the family look 
into the available nursing homes which the worker gave 
them and inform the worker of their choice. The family 
was moat uncooperative, . and the social worker had to call 
them continually. Finally, during one conversation 
when still no effort had been made on the part of the 
family, the social worker was informed that they had 
decided onDc.are at the state infirmary, since a chaplain 
friend had sugg_ested it to them. It was going to be at 
least two weeks before there would be a vacancy, and an 
application form was filed. . The family had a chaplain: 
they knew talk to Mr. R. about the plan. The social 
worker had planned to talk with patient, and since she 
knew that he was confused between the state in~irmary 
and state hospital for mental diseases, she spoke to 
him. about these differences. The patient still felt that 
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he should be able to remain in the hospital, . and 
the social worker tried to clarify the re.ason . for 
discharge. She supported him by showing under-
standing of his feelings about leaving the hospi-
tal and his loved ones. 
There was a va.cancy at the state infirmary.. 
and the family and patient were notified. During 
a bombardment by both phone calls and interest.ed 
outsiders in ; an attempt to keep the patLent iruthe 
hospital, . the discharge to.ok place aft.er three hun-
dred ami forty-six · days •. 
A summary was wri t :.t ;en by the soc.ial worker for 
the do.ctor about the discharge plan and one was 
s:£mt to the r .ecei ving facility which was respon,_ 
sible for continued care of the patient. 
It was learned that Mr. R. was transferred from .. 
the stat.e infirmary to one of the formerly recom-
nrended nursing homes two days after dlscharge. 
Discussion·: In. an attempt to. facili.tate discharge 
planni,hg for the soc:ial worker, . the doctor discuss:ed the 
referral. with the patient!s daughter and sug&ested that she 
contact Social Service. The physician was told about the 
resistance offered by the patient and his family, and was 
able to understand this. When there was a vacancy at the 
· state infirmary, the doctor was informed of this •. The 
writer feels that this brings out the do:ctor' s role as chi.ef 
o.f the medical team and his re.sponsibili ty for medicaL plan-
ning im the team work . approach. 
Mrs. H., . patient's daughter, was the on:e through , whom . 
discharge planning was accmmplLshed. . Mrs. H •. offered a great_. 
deal ~ of resistance and did call on influential outsiders to 
e:om..e to the rescue. Patient was resistant and tried to 
threaten·, th-e worker. A chaplain friend of the family was 
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called upon to explain the discharge to Mr. R. 
In working out a discharge plan, the worker used the 
techniques of clarification, supportive therapy, and e~-
ternal environmental manipulation. The social worker did 
use some authority and a great deal of aggressiveness in 
helping the family decide . . She offered a variety of re-
sources and did take over some of the responsibility in 
calling nursing homes about vacancies and rates as patient 
was ready to be discharged. She also clarified the differ-
ences between the state infirmary and the state hospital for 
mental disease. 
The illness meant to the patient that he would never be 
able to walk again and would be unable to return to his 
home. There was a problem in that Mrs. R. would be left 
alone and need some financial ass i stance •. Patient thought 
that he would be able to walk a gain and realistically this 
was an impossibility. 
MR •. W. 
Mr. W., , sixty-two years old, single, World War I 
veteran was transferred to the hospital, his first 
Veterans Administration admission, for chronic care, 
rrom a public health hospital where he had been ror 
two years. His condition was diagnosed as a deform-
ity of the joints secondary to rheumatoid arthritis. 
Eight years prior to his hospitalization, he developed 
arthritis in the knee joints which gradually spread to 
other joints in the body. His extremities were severely 
atr~phied, and the patient was only able t o use his left 
arm, hand, and fingers. In discussing the patient's 
--==-c= ---- ----==-=--== 
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illness with the doctor, _ it was learned that he 
would never be able to walk again. He was able to 
sit in a wheel chair provided som.eone placed him 
in·: it and required twenty-four hour supervision. 
Patient was referred t.o _ Social Service sev.enty-
fi ve days after admission and thirty-six,_ days be-
fore discharge b~ the doctor for discharge planning . 
He was unaware of the referral. 
Mr. W. appeared to the worker pitifully thin, 
being about fi~e feet tall anQ weighing under one 
hundred po.unds. He impresaed the worker as not 
being v,ery intelligent but quite an~ibus and tsnse 
over his condl tionr.· and what .. would happen to him •. 
Pr ior to his hospitalization,': t .wo years ago, 
the patient had li:wed with his brother and sister 
at home, the use of which had been wi ll.ed to them. 
He was employed- with his brother as a landscape 
gardener, craring for large estates, and they had 
their o.wn green house •. Since hospitalization·, Mr. W. 
had beenreceiving a physical and total disability 
pension of sixty dollars a month from: the Veterans 
Administration. 
The social worker explained to Mr. W . . that the 
do~to1• suggested he see him about future discharge 
planning and learned t hat patient planned to return 
home with his brother and sister after he was able 
to. walk again •. He felt that his sister, who herself 
was crippled with arthritis, could care for him with 
the additional services of a district nurse . . It was 
observ.ed that Mr .• . \v. did not know the extent of his 
illnes s . and that he would not be able to walk again . . 
Since Mr. W. expressed the desire to return to his 
own~· home, , the worker explored this with him and ex'-
plained· that he. would need a great deal of care. 
Patient resisted discharge planning and did not 
want to return:. home 11 if he is to be a total burden·." 
The worker told him . that this was perfectly all 
right and that he could determine his own discharge 
planning. Inv~lvement of Mr. W.'s brother and sister 
was sought in . the discharge planning , when· patient 
said he was ready for this. The worker talked with 
Mr. W. about the future and pointed out possible plans. 
Arrangements were made to include relatives in the 
planning,_ although patient still wasn't able to real-
istically accept discharge • . The worker told him that 
it was unfortrmate that the hospital was not set up 
for the type of care he needed. 
The social worker made a v.isit to the family 
home, which borderad. on a large estate, and found it 
v.ery adequately furnished, though old. Patient•s 
general physical condition including the implication 
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o~ the illness, the doctor's recommendations, and 
the ne.c-.essi ty for making plans fo.r his care out-
side the hospital were discuss-ed with his relati v.es, 
and am evalua-tion or·: the home situation was made. 
The available resources for chronic care were inter-
preted to Mr. W.'s family who felt they were phy~i­
c.ally unable to care for patient at home and the 
worker -showed· his understanding of their situation 
and they acc.epted domiciliary care in a Veterans 
Adihinistration : facility, although a convalescent 
home placement would hav.e been·: closer to home. . Miss 
W •. had great feeling about coii:valescent care since 
she, herself, , had -received this typ~ of care •. The 
wo.rker tried- to explain this type of care to Mr. W's 
brother and sister. The fami.ly was unable to sup-
plement patient's income. 
The v:lsit . was discussed with patient who showed 
great re.sistance to th·e proposed p);fLn . although this 
was interpreted to him, and pleadea: with the social 
worker ·to talk with the doctor about the feasibility 
of delaying discharge.. The worker discussed this 
with the doctor who saw Mr. ~v •. and explained his ill-
ne.ss and the reason for discharge. Patient was then 
able to ~cc:ept the plan and discharge took : place. 
At Mr. W.'s request, ) the worker obtained his 
money for him . from . the finance office, _ and the priest 
was summoned to giv:e a blessing before transfer. 
A complete medical report at time of discharge was 
mailed to the domicile, , and Mr . W.'s family was noti-
fied of the accepted discharge plan. Discharge took 
place one hundred and eleven days after admission • . 
Discussion: An· initial discussi:on with the physician . 
helped clarify the implication· of. patient's illness in an _ 
e:f ·fort to make the most sui table plan. The doctor gave 
the social worker information:: about what the patient could 
do for himself, ,. and the specific type of care required. 
The doctor also c:larified the plan with Mr. \v •. 
Patient~s right to self determination : was allowed and 
. 
r ·ollow up of his tentativ.e plans was carried through. Mr. 
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W. was allowed- to bring out his feelings about. .. his illne.ss 
to. an intere.sted and non-critical person, the social worker. 
Participation of the relatives was sought ih~ verify;ing 
patient.'s pl an of returning home and they also were allowed 
toj hring out their feelings and expre.ss their opinions. . They 
bro.ught out the reality that they were unable to · care for 
the patient at home and~ felt that he should be placed in . a 
'Veterans Administration domic:iie •. At that time one domicile 
was of'fering nursing care .. The contact officer helped the 
patient and worker in · f'iling for increased benefits. 
The technique of supportive therapy was utilized in com-
bination with clarification and external environmental mani-
pulation in helping Mr. W •. to face reality, understand the 
implications of his illness., and accept a domiciliary. place-
ment. . Interpretation of the function . of the social worker 
w:as very important as the patient was unaware of the reason 
for referral . . The worker presented a kind, . sympathetic, 
understanding type of person to the patient •. This situation 
was unusual in that the hospital social worker v:isited pa-
tient's rel.atives in their home rather than referring the 
case for casework s·ervice to regional off'ice. 
To Mr. W., his illness meant that he would never be able 
to walk again and would be unable to be cared for at home •. 
He brought. out hi_s anxiety and fear of becoming a burden~ to. 
hi.s family, but did have a great diff.icul ty in facing the 
reali_ty situation. Patient's relatives showed 11 ttle a.-c_c:ept-
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ance of the patient with his illness or concern for him. 
MR • . G. 
Mr. G . . , a World War II veteran, . forty years old, 
was. transferred from a aeneral hospital to the Veter-
ans Administration , Hospital a month later for con-
tinued care with a diagnosis of diverticulitis of the 
sigmoid with perforation and peritonitis in addition 
to right hemiplegia ·and aphasia ·due to an embolism. 
This wa s the first time patient had ever been hospital-
iz-ed . . 
The veteran was referred to Social Service twenty-
one days after admission with a question of a financial 
proble~. and the possibility of application for a disa-
bAlity pension with aid and attendance. Mrs •. G •. had 
been told of the referral. 
Patient was the youngest of seven children and 
graduated from .. the ninth· grade at the age of fifteen. 
Prior to his induction in the army, in 1944, he was 
employed as a road salesman for an· automotive concern. 
After his discharge, , hav.ing serv.ed seventeen. months, 
h~ became a maintainance man for a machine company where 
he remained until 1950 when· he was called for a pre-
induction physical examination but not recalled to active 
duty. In 1950 he entered school to train as a radio 
t .echnician where he remained until his pre.sent illness. 
Mr. G •. had a wife and three daughters, ages four-
teen, twelv:.e and a half and nine. As he was apha.sic, 
with his consent, the worker interviewed his wife. Mrs. 
G. was s .een sever al times and was very co opera ti v.e and 
h·elpful in . planning far her husband. . She returned to . 
indus try after ten·. years absence when faced with the 
realistic problem of loss of · income, although at the 
time was receiving unemployment c.ornpensa tion benefits 
supplemented by financial assistance from Soldier's 
Welfare. The worker recognized how difficult this must 
have been for her and express:ed he r understanding of this •. 
She supported Mrs. G.'s ego strength. Social Service 
at the general hospital was contacted and the unpaid 
hospital bill there was ad justed . Other problems were 
her concern over her husband's prognosis, concern·. about 
the financial situation, . and about dividing her respon-
sibility between . her husband and her childr>en . . The 
worker again recognized how hard this was for Mrs. G. 
and encouraged her with how well she had done.. She had 
taken the .ini tia ti ve in discussing the impli.ca tiona of 
her husband's physical sondition with the doctor. The 
application~ for a physical and total disability pensiom 
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with aid and attendance was discussed. In a dis-
cussion of discharge planning with Mrs. G., . it was 
learned that she wanted to have patient return 
home and would be able to pro~ide the necessary 
facilities and care. She planned to work on a 
part time basis only if patient could be left alone •. 
Mrs. G . . was realistically able to r ·ace the reality 
situation and was able to continue with support from 
the soc.ial worker. · 
The social worker learned from the doctor that 
he wanted to consider the possibility of spee.ch 
training in a Veterans Administration .aphasic unit. 
Speech training was discussed with patient who was 
very anxious to overcome his handicap. In continu-
ing contacts with Mrs .. G., this referral was dis-
c..uss:ed . Mrs G. was able to accept this referral in 
an effort to help her husband overcome h~s handicap 
and the social worker felt that if the aphasic train-
ing was not successful the family could stilL make a 
good adjustment b:ecause of their realistic approach . . 
Mr •. G. was discharged as a trans.fer to a Veterans 
Administration Hospital with an aphasic unit after 
two hundred· and sixty-eight days of hospitalization. 
Social Service provided a social study as part of 
the medical rec.ord which was transferred with patient. 
It was learned that Mr. G. did very well with his 
speech training. 
Discussion: The physician asked the social worker about 
the possibility of aphasic training for Mr . . G. as he felt 
patient could profit from thi:s. This sort of planning was 
within· the competence of another profession, social work, 
and thiE was recognized by the physician •. 
Patient participated in accepting a referral for aphasic 
training. Patient's wife participated by visiting regularly 
with· her husband and giving him the incentive of going on. 
Information required for the referral was obtained from Mrs. 
G. as patient had a marked speech impairment. Patient's 
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wife gave her ac.c.ep_tance of the discharge plan: and was able 
to manage unxil patient could return home. 
Te chniques of c.larifica tion and supportive therapy we r e 
utilized in carr.y;ing through the plan. . In·. order to help 
these people the worker had to have a knowledge and under-
standing of human behavdor and realize the implications of 
sueh are illlness for a ypung married couple. 
Patient's illness meant that he had to leave eiiLployment 
and threatened his independence., Mrs. G • . returned to in-
dust.ry after ten years, in . an . effort to support her family 
with. supplementa tionl from~ So.ldier' s Welfare when . she was 
laid off. Both.· patient and his wife sho.wed great ego 
s.trength in: their acc~eptance of illness and through. addi-
tional support from the social worker they were_ maintained 
through hospitalization. Patient showed much initiative 
and effort in an attempt to improve his aphasic condition. 
' 
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GBAPTER v· 
CONCLUSION 
Im this thesis the writer has studied forty-four cases_, 
o.f .thase persons having been hospitaliz-ed for a continuous 
period of ov.er ninety days known to Social Serwic:e, in an 
effort to show what the role of the medical social worker 
is in discharge planning of chronic:ally ill patients. Ques-
tions posed for the purpnse of this study were: What is 
the medical so.cial worker's co.ntri,bution in the discharge 
planning of the chronically ill patient? What skills and 
technrques does· the medical social worker use to implement 
discharge planning? Ho.w do the referrals for discharge 
planning originate? What types of re:sources are used! in 
the discharge planning of the chronically ill patient? 
What is the role of the medic~l so.cial wo.rker in the team~ 
work approach in the c:are of the chronically ill patient? 
The social worker through•., the practice of generic and 
specific casewo.rk is able to implement planning for dis-
charge and plays a very important part:. on the medical team. 
She is able to help patients in their acceptance of illness 
and also_ in acceptance of the most e.ffecti ve discharge plan-
through the use of case.work techniques and skills. She may 
arrange for care in the community, referrals for f'inancial 
assistance, physical and occupational therapy, further case-
, 
wo~~~~rvice and the like, making it easier for the patient 
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to gain· maximuiiE benefits inn life irn., v.iew of physical l.iln.i t-
a:tions. . It has beem illustrated in~ the case studies that 
the doctor is the leading member of the medie.al team, and 
the social worker must look~. to_ him for her authority and 
rris advice. The writer doesn't mean that the other memb.ers 
Clf the medical t .eam are insignificant, but she has emphasized 
the relationship between the doctor and the social worke.r 
because of its great importance. 
Illne.ss . may have many different meanings for people, . and 
it is part o;f the social worker's jpb to help them work 
through1' their problems. Techniques used-. by the social worker 
are internal and external environmental manipulation, sup-
porti ve therapy, and clarification.. Int.erpr.e.ta tion through 
insight therapy was not used in these cases and may; only b.e 
used with the continual supervision and guidance of the 
psychiatrist. . The technique most frequently used: was that 
of supporti ve therapy. The writer believes that these tach-
niques are used in all settings where the professional social 
worker practices. 
Basic to the practice of casework with a patient or his 
.:f?.amily is skill in-:, forming effective relationships, in 
acc.epting people where they are, and in allowing them the 
right to self determination. . Knowledge of human behavior 
ana knowledge and understanding of implications of illnesa 
to. the patient and his family are important casework tools .. 
Another skill. required by the social worker is a knowledge 
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and understanding of community resources so important in 
planning discharge for the chronically ilL.. Too important 
t .o overlook is the proper explanation of the function of 
Social Serv.ice by the social worker. A knowledge of English 
grammar and clarity of expression is re.quired of the social 
worker in_ writing consultations for physicians, letters of 
referral, and social summaries to other agencies. 
The presentation of statistical data on the totar_group 
o .. f forty-four cases was presented inn Chapter III to _ desc:ribe 
th'e persons involv.ed in this study, to point out the re-
so.urces used in discharge planning, and to · show hO\.Y the re-
f.errals originate. It was intere.sting to note that thirty 
of the thirty-two_ referrals made by the physician were for 
discharge planning. The other referrals came from,: the con-
tact of.ficer, Social Serv.ice, self, and all others. Care 
recommended upon:: discharge was home, nursing care, domici-
liary care, hospitalization elsewhere for medical treatment, 
and care in a mental institution. Eighteen patients were 
recommended to return: to their own homes and seventeen were . 
recommended · to have nursing home care .. Resources used. to 
implement home care arranged for by the social worker wera 
o_ut patient clinics and local doctor follow up., employment 
counseling, v.o:cational rehabilitation, · including physical 
and occupational therapy, regional follow up, inJections by 
a town board of health, district nursing follow up, and 
assistance through, communi.ty workshops.. It may be concluded 
-- -=-- .=.....--:::.---== :_~~-
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that the social worker must have a good working knowledge 
o:f community resource. In relating discharge planning to 
marital status, it was found that the greatest number re-
turning home were those who were married . . The writer feels 
that this is quite natural. Economic status of the group 
studied was not too pertinent since the v;eteran im most in-
stances is en.titled to government benefits which may be 
supplemented if convalescent care is required or if patient 
must remain at home for a certain period of time. It was 
interesting to note that only fourteen of the forty-four crases 
were referred to Social Servdce under thirty days after ad-
mission. Since only two patients were able to return to work 
after discharge, . the study of occupations prior to admission 
hadno bearing on- the discharge planmade. The reason for 
hospitalization was nqt outstanding as far as the type of 
planning was concerned.. In1 general, the writer observed that 
the longer the patient was hospitalized the more difficult 
acceptance of discharge became. 
In Chapter IV, the writer pres.ented s.even disguised case 
summaries showing the function of the social worker in re-
lation to other members of the medical team, hospital manage-
ment, patient and patient's relati~es. The skills and tech-
niques used by the medical so~ial worker in! discharge plan-
ning have also been • explored. These case pre.sentations illu.~ 
strate the different types of discharge planning which have 
been used. 
----==- - !:==--=--- == 
It is felt b-y the writer that in facilitation- of the ef-
forts of the social worker, patients should be informed in 
advance of re~errals. In the case presentations four patients 
kne.w beforehand about the referrals, and three patients were_ 
unaware of referrals made. When patients are unaware of refer-
ral~ more thorough- interpretation_ of the function of the social' 
worker is required.. The physicians reco.mmendation for and dis-
cussion~- of the referral with the patient strengthens the role 
of the medical social worker in the teamwork approach. In 
some instances referrals for discharge planning came about 
within a short time before intended discharge, and patients 
had to remain in the hospital until the necessary arrangements 
could be made. In 'view of this, the writer would recommend 
early referral for discharge planning. 
It can be seen from this thesis that the role of the medi-
a.al social worker carries great responsibilities requiring 
ability to function: skillfully in the unique medical teamwork . 
approach and skill in dealing with both patients and their 
families, _ in consideration of the medical, social, , and emo-
tional components of illness toward maximum adjustment. 
All of the social worker's contacts with the patient 
and his family are designed to influence his attitudes 
and to alleviate his cares so that his cooperation with 
the designated treatment can be improved , before, . during, , 
and afLer his period of hospitalization . . 
1 
1. V'eterans Administration Technical Bulletin, 10-88 
April, 1953 
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APPENDIX 
. I 
APPENDIX A 
Scn.edule: 
Section I . 
FACTUAL DATA: 
Ag~ 
Sex: Marital Status S. M. W. D . 
MILITARY SERV-ICE: 
Branch s .. c. N •. s.c. 
Length of Service 
Months 
MEPlC~ HISTORY: 
__ Onset 
Preyious Hospitalizations 
Diagnosis 
Why Hospitalized 
Acute Flare-up Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation. 
Other 
Length of Hospitalization 
Days Type of. Care Medically Recrommended 
Type of Care Acttepted by Patient, at time · of Discharge 
ECONOMICS: 
Income Type Sourc·e 
Wages . 
Patient 
Belativ.es 
Pension 
Public Assistance 
J;nsurance 
Property 
OC.CUPATION: 
'l;ype 
Employment 
Employment 
upon. Admission 
after · Discharge 
=====-=--
Amount 
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APPENDIX A (continueQ) 
REFERRAL TO SOCIAL SERVICE: 
Source 
Reason 
Days affter Admission 
Status of Case 
New 
Reo perm 
DISCHARGE PLAN: 
Sectiom II 
Type of C~re Recommended 
Resource.s Used-
Ref:errals Made 
Conferences with other Agencies 
Reports to other Agencies 
Reports to the Physicdan 
PARTICIPATION OF OTHERS WITH THE SOCIAL WORKER IN 
DISCHARGE PLANNING: 
Physicrl.an 
Pat'ient 
Relativ:es 
Others 
E~ALUATION OF SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES USED BY THE 
SOCIAL WORKER: 
MEANING AND ACCEPTANCE OF ILLNESS_ 
Patient 
Relatives 
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